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NEW QUESTION: 1
Ethical and moral issues concerning restraints include all of
the following except:
A. emotional impact on the client and family.
B. policies and procedures.
C. client's quality of life.
D. dignity of the client.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Policies and procedures, though important, are not in the
category of ethical and moral issues. The other options are
ethical and moral issues.Safety and Infection Control

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your network contains an Active Directory domain and a
Microsoft Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant.
The network uses a firewall that contains a list of allowed
outbound domains.
You begin to implement directory synchronization.
You discover that the firewall configuration contains only the
following domain names in the list of allowed domains:
*.microsoft.com
*.office.com
Directory synchronization fails.
You need to ensure that directory synchronization completes
successfully.
What is the best approach to achieve the goal? More than one
answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer.
A. From Azure AD Connect, modify the Customize synchronization
options task.
B. From the firewall, modify the list of allowed outbound
domains.
C. From the firewall, create a list of allowed inbound domains.
D. From the firewall, allow the IP address range of the Azure
data center for outbound communication.
E. Deploy an Azure AD Connect sync server in staging mode.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
The main selling point of Huawei's video cloud solution is
A. Business. Fast business launch, agile integration, plug-in
deployment
B. Architecture. Application and data decoupling, software and
hardware decoupling
C. Data. Data sharing, platform intensive, business "flowers

blooming"
D. Trends. The mode of policing has changed from passive to
active, from during and after the incident to before the
incident
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your company's Chief Information Security Officer has made a
new policy where third-party apps should not have OAuth
permissions to Google Drive. You need to reconfigure current
settings to adhere to this policy.
What should you do?
A. Access the Security Menu &gt; API Permissions &gt; choose
Drive and Disable All Access.
B. Access Apps &gt; G Suite &gt; Drive and Docs &gt; Sharing
Settings and disable sharing outside of your domain
C. Access the Security Menu &gt; API Permissions &gt; choose
Drive and Disable High Risk Access.
D. Access the Security Menu&gt; API Reference &gt; disable all
API Access.
Answer: B
Explanation:
https://support.google.com/a/answer/60781?hl=en
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